Dear Nisei Lounge Regulars,
There is no form letter for “Hello, we just bought your bar” so stick with us
here.
As you have probably heard two or three times over the past two or three years
the Nisei Lounge is for sale. Later this spring after some more quality time with
the lawyers and The Liquor Commissioner it looks like we’ll be the new owners.
I’m sure you’ve heard lots of rumors about us, and look forward to hearing all of
them over drinks with you later this spring.
But we are just two local Chicago guys who had a chance to buy the last great
locals bar in Wrigleyville and after a lot of thought decided to go for it. Unlike
a lot of other people who looked at this place we aren’t looking to gut it and
make it just like every other sports bar in the area.
Yes, we are adding a new logo and a few new TVs because we hope to have a few
more people in here and it would look silly if everyone has to huddle around the
taps just to see a Cubs game on one TV. But no, we don’t plan any drastic
renovations except updating the bathrooms and fixing the floors before
somebody falls through. And we know that the current staff is a big part of why
you spend your time and money here and they will all be asked to stay on and keep
on serving those drinks and welcoming you back to Nisei.
We don’t want to, and really can’t afford, to lose our wallets and our ass on
this deal, so we will definitely be getting the word out to our friends, friends of
friends, and friends of friends of friends to come on by, visit, have a good time,
and spend some money. But the “New Nisei” will be a lot like the Nisei Lounge
you’ve been such loyal customers of and we hope you give it a shot and stick
around the same great bar you’ve enjoyed for years.
We’ll be around constantly once the sale closes and look forward to meeting
all of you, and getting to know you better as Wrigleyville’s oldest bar (maybe...
as far as we know) grows older gracefully and festively. We want to hear what
you like about Nisei and what you think might make it even better It’s going to be a
great time and we hope all of you come along for the ride.
Sincerely,
Brian Pistorius

Craig Morrall

